In Business
all things are
connected
V 2.01		E

WIRING THE WORLD
A. & H. Meyer is an international cable
management company with a global presence, and
a client list that includes blue chip corporations
and renowned furniture manufacturers.
Since our inception in 1961, we have lived by a
corporate philosophy governed by five principles:
Quality and Safety; Client Satisfaction; International
Orientation; Constant Innovation and Maximum
Preservation of the Environment.

YOU BUILD IT, WE’LL WIRE IT

A. & H. Meyer considers itself to be a partner for
all those who integrate electricity into furniture.
Be it small or large quantities, special requirements
or standard configurations – A. & H. Meyer is there
for you. Excellent service, on-time deliveries and
excellent quality are our focus.

NETBOX is the product solution that
encases your system needs. The NETBOX
range offers different types of applications
according to your preferences; be they
desktop, built-in, surface mounted or
concealed.

Naturally, all our products are manufactured in
accordance with the relevant international
electrical and safety standards and meet the
quality requirements of ISO 9001 certification.

NETMODULE refers to the configuration
of the NETBOX from over 250 modules:
choose simple power outlets to data,
multimedia, switches and many more
features.
NETCONNECT conforms to the latest
global safety standards and offers an
internationally-accepted range of
electricity, data and audio/video cable
solutions as well as connectors.
NETSYSTEM allows our customers to
control the flow of power in any given
setting through a power distribution
network thanks to our extensive selection
of reliable modular distribution boxes.
NET+ provides easy and practical
solutions for any workstation with a wide
selection of accessories and options.
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BUILT-IN BOXES

Highly sophisticated
electrification
NETBOX
Rise
For use in:
Conference tables
Training rooms
Bench systems
Workstations

Thanks to its metal body, the top
can be varnished in various colours.
When not in use, the socket outlet
unit can be hidden in the table top.

The NETBOX Rise sets new standards in offices and
conference rooms: The concealed unit does not
only hold four power, data and multimedia modules,
the cover panel matches material and colour of the
furniture and can be mounted with or without frame.
Adjustable mounting brackets enable the adaptation
to different tabletop thicknesses.

When the unit is pushed down,
it elevates from the tabletop and
reveals the outlet modules.

Mounting angles on the sides allow
the adjustment to different tabletop
thicknesses.

All connections for power, data and
multimedia are to be found on the
ends of the underdesk body.
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BUILT-IN BOXES

Elegantly fitted

NETBOX
Line
For use in:
Workstations
Conference tables
Hotels
Libraries

The NETBOX Line´s design is
aesthetic, sleek and contemporary.

NETBOX
Style

The functional NETBOX Line is a classic built-in
desktop solution that offers you full and easy
access to power, voice and data sockets at all
times. Its incomparable design makes the NETBOX
Line slightly elevated above table level to protect
against possible damage from liquid spills, thus
keeping wires and cables safe. It looks good from
beneath too, thanks to its streamlined composition
and A. & H. Meyer’s unique click-stop mechanism,

The NETBOX Line can be combined
with a monitor arm.

making it ideal for easy installation in any type of
tabletops including glass. The NETBOX Line is
customizable in various lengths and comes with a
hardwired starter or connector cable as a
standard; a special option is to have connectors in
the body of the unit and use detachable cables for
the power supply and connection. The NETBOX
Line can also be configured with a monitor arm,
which requires a metal bracket to fix the unit.

The unique click-stop mechanism
– installation made quick and
tool-less!

The NETBOX Line is ideal for ‘Plug
and Play’ when configured with a
coupler.

For use in:
Workstations
Conference tables
Hotels
Libraries

The NETBOX Style combines straight design
and great functionality: Its low profile has a
completely varnished surface, which
complements every kind of furniture systems.
Due to its plain installation on the tabletop, the
NETBOX Style can be perfectly integrated in
stacking tables.

The large number of possible combinations
allows individual and specialized solutions
without any additional effort.
The tool-less mounting via click-stop device
guarantees a smooth fitting and saves time.
The NETBOX Style includes a hardwired starter
or connector cable in different lengths.

As a special option new modules in
a frameless style can be integrated.

The click-stop mechanism allows
speedy installation.

www.ah-meyer.com
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BUILT-IN BOXES

Metal at its best
NETBOX
Entry
A new step in A. & H. Meyer’s range: The first
built-in unit made from metal, providing a
widespread variety in colour finishing to suit
customer’s demands. The internal power-block is
provided with a click-and-lock rafting. So if there
might be a change in the necesseties, the power
block can be changed very easy. The unit comes
in a 4-gang version as standard.

The power block can easily be
changed without tools – and without
taking the whole NETBOX Entry out
of the tabletop.

The mounting is realized by metal
clamps underneath the tabletop.

For use in:
Conference tables
Bench systems
Training rooms
Workstations

Power block for use in the NETBOX
Entry, the click-and-lock rafting
assures a safe mount.
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BUILT-IN BOXES

COMFORT IN THE WORKPLACE

NETBOX
Turn & Turn Comfort
For use in:
Conference tables
Training rooms
Bench systems
Hotels

NETBOX
Axial & Axial Comfort

NETBOX Turn and Turn Comfort are A. & H. Meyer’s
signature built-in units. Both products rotate –
manually for the former and at the touch of a
button for the latter – in order to either expose or
conceal the socket outlets. When rotated to the
“closed” position, the unit sits flush with the
surface into which it is mounted. This allows for a
neat surface top when the unit is not in use.

The NETBOX Turn Comfort shown in
an open and closed position.

NETBOX Turn and Turn Comfort permit access
from any angle, which make them highly
flexible solutions. Because the cables run
underneath the table, its sleek appearance is
further enhanced, especially with a minimum
tabletop thickness of 10 mm. The NETBOX Turn
and Turn Comfort are available in customizable
lengths.

The NETBOX Turn Comfort rotates to
expose or conceal the outlets at a
touch of a button.

The unique click-stop mechanism
holds the unit safely in position –
installation made quick and tool-less!

For use in:
Conference tables
Offices
Training rooms
Libraries

NETBOX Axial and Axial Comfort are two
built-in solutions that close flat and flushed
against their mounted surface. Both units are
accessible from the front to reveal the power,
voice and data sockets when required –
pivoting upwards for the former and at
a touch of a button for the latter, thanks to its
spring mechanism. Both have the advantage
of remaining closed even during use, as the
outlet’s rubber lips allow the cables to travel to

Mounting with the click-stop
mechanism reduces installation to
no time.

and from desktop devices such as computers,
telephones and multimedia equipment. The
outlets are positioned below the table surface
and works best with a minimum tabletop
thickness of 10 mm. The units are
self-contained, simple to install, come in
various customizable lengths and
accommodate the entire range of A. & H. Meyer
outlets according to your needs.

The NETBOX Axial Comfort can be
utilised in a ‘closed’ position thanks
to the rubber lips which allow cables
to run through.

The unit’s unique spring mechanism
allows for easy access at the push
of a finger.

www.ah-meyer.com
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BUILT-IN BOXES

Individually Applicable
NETBOX
Move
The sleek NETBOX Move is power access or
communication connection at the finger tips.
At the mere touch of the finger, the elegantly
designed plastic frame can be easily pulled out
when in use or stays retracted when idle.
Customizable to suit your needs, the NETBOX
Move can be configured from 2-5 modules and
arranged from a variety of more than 250
modules.

Ingeniously designed, the NETBOX
Move is pulled out when in use,
or stays retracted under panel
when idle.

The NETBOX Move requires space
below the tabletop according to its
depth, and,to preserve the unit from
being damaged, should be enclosed.

The NETBOX Move can be equipped
with up to five modules.

For use in:
Kitchens
Lounges
Offices
Hotel room & lobby

An assembly ring makes mounting
of NETBOX Move into furniture a
total breeze.
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BUILT-IN BOXES

THE EMBODIMENT OF EFFICIENCY

NETBOX
Point
For use in:
Offices
Mobile tables
Hotel lounge + lobby
Libraries

The easily detachable plastic body of
the NETBOX Point can be fitted with
interchangable solutions.

NETBOX
Spot

Compact and classy, NETBOX Point is a Red Dot
Award-winning electrification unit that may be
installed in your furniture for seamless design and
secure connectivity. Whether in office spaces,
libraries, hotels, airports or even at home, its
unobtrusive silhouette and various colour options
for the cable outlet will blend well in any
décor. And thanks to its efficient and rational
modular design, the NETBOX Point fits perfectly, and

Different power and communication
modules can be configured to suit
your needs.

is ideal for exchanging, into existing standard
80  mm cable grommets. Better yet, its nifty
click-stop mechanism makes both assembly and
disassembly a breeze. It also comes with a fixed
connected power cable supply and two
exchangeable communication modules. A quick and
easy exchange of communication modules makes it
convenient to switch between a choice of RJ45,
HDMI, USB, mini jack 3.5 mm and S-Video.

The hassle-free click-stop
mechanism ensures quick installation.

NETBOX Point comes with a
hardwired starter or connector
cable.

For use in:
Offices
Hotels

NETBOX Spot, our smallest power unit, forms
a very discreet connection point providing
a reliable electricity and data supply. With a

diameter of just 50 mm and an understated
minimalistic design, the NETBOX Spot will fit in
with all types of furniture and interior styles.

Shopfitting
Home offices

The NETBOX Spot is available with
earthed, child-proof sockets or with
an international socket.

NETBOX Spot Data can be
equipped with a large variety of
interchangeable modules such as
USB, RJ45, HDMI.

Option: The new cover ring can be
supplied in different colours made
of plastics – or can be varnished
with special colours.
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NETBOX
Rail+
Mounting in no time: The Rail+ is the new built-in
solution for partition walls.
The low mounting depth allows an installation in
very thin walls. The NETBOX Rail+ is eminently
suitable to be used in the field of shop fitting and
exhibition stand construction, because the
aluminum profile can be flexibly equipped with up
to ten modules.

The sleek and contemporary design
of the NETBOX Rail+ ensures the unit
is easily built into panel, cubicle and
partition systems.

The connector cables for power and
data are hardwired to the unit.

The installation depth of only 40 mm
allows back-to-back installation were
suitable.

BUILT-IN BOXES

An expert solution for
challenging situations

For use in:
Panel systems
Partitions
Trunking systems

NETBOX Rail+ is effortlessly installed
onto surfaces or in concealed partitions with the fixing of screws.

www.ah-meyer.com
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BUILT-IN BOXES

Smooth design, smart access

NETBOX
Combi II & Compact
For use in:
Meeting tables
Workstations

NETBOX
Combi Duplex

Our stylish singled-sided access built-in units
NETBOX Combi II and Compact provide up to 4
power, data and multimedia modules.
The aluminum, spring damped lid is fixed in
closed position by magnets. As the NETBOX
Combi II comes with a cable box for power

The NETBOX Compact provides the
the modules in line with the tabletop.

supplies and overlength cabling, an extra cable
tray under the table is no longer necessary. If the
demand is for modules directly placed in line with
the tabletop, the NETBOX Compact is the best
choice for the project.

Enought space for overlength cabling:
The NETBOX Combi II comes with a
metal cable box.

The mounting of the cable box is
done with screw holes on the side.

For use in:
Meeting tables
Workstations

Easy double-sided access to power and data
makes the NETBOX Combi Duplex a perfect
accessory to a modern office furnishing. In
conjunction with a cable box and two of our

Pushing the cover unlocks the plate
and the unit can be opened.

NETBOX M, the NETBOX Combi Duplex offers
room for up to 8 power, data and multimedia
modules. Screw holes on the sides guarantee
an easy installation.

Access from both sides allows an
easy connection to power, data
and multimedia outlets.

The big cable box provides space
for power supplies and cables and
helps to keep the tabletop tidy.

www.ah-meyer.com
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DESKTOP BOXES

Flexibly and elegantly connected

NETBOX
Point T-60
For use in:
Training rooms
Bench systems
Workstations

Innovative flexibility in the field of desktop boxes:
The NETBOX Point T-60 brings mobility to offices
and conference rooms! This useful power unit is
mounted fast with a thumbscrew or Allen screw

Conference tables

NETBOX
PB-C
with furniture friendly plate and perfectly
complements mobile furniture. The sturdy metal
housing is equipped with one power socket and
up to two data modules.

For use in:
Training rooms
Bench systems
Workstations

The NETBOX PB with C-mount combines beauty
and functionality. It can be installed easily with
integrated mount with a built-captive mounting
solution with thumb- or Allen screws. Table top is

protected by wide bearing surfaces of the
mounting points. The NETBOX PB-C is very
suitable for the use of through-couplers
(gender-changers).

Conference tables

Point T-60 can be mounted by a
thumb- or Allen-screw (tabletop
12–30 mm).

The PB-C is great for the use of
couplers, easily accessible on the
back of the unit.

Thumb-screws allow the fixation
on tabletops from 12–28 mm, Allen
screws fit for 18–35 mm.

The power cable with country plug
or connector is hardwired to the
unit and runs in from the back.
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DESKTOP BOXES

Adaptable
and stylish
NETBOX
Focus
For use in:
Training rooms
Bench systems
Workstations
Conference tables

The NETBOX Focus is ideal for
installation in training rooms where
optimisation of space and system
sharing are of importance.

NETBOX Focus is a mounted desktop unit that
allows you to optimize your working environment
by adapting to varying group sizes, desk sharing
systems and spontaneous meetings. Thanks to the
Powerstrips®, the unit can be easily fixed in
different positions without causing damage to the
furniture, a testament to its adaptability, high
degree of flexibility and a guarantee of optimal
workflow.
The standard NETBOX Focus comes, for the power,
with a fixed starter or connector cable in any
length. Communication cables are also fastened in
the unit and can feature fiber optics. With
customizable lengths and more than 250 modules
available, NETBOX Focus is a straightforward and
efficient electrification solution that meets most
international approvals.

The NETBOX Focus’s high degree of
flexibility means it can be placed
in any location on a table with a
grommet behind.

The unit sits flush and sleek at the
edge of a table thanks to its stylish
design.

The NETBOX Focus can be easily
fixed in different positions without
causing damage to the surface using
Powerstrips®.
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DESKTOP BOXES

THE FLEXIBILITY TO ADAPT

NETBOX
Fin
For use in:
Free standing workstations
Training rooms
Universities

NETBOX
Global

The NETBOX Fin is especially suited to
stand-alone table group arrangements where it
brings direct access to all power and data
connections within easy reach. The distinct
design feature of the ‘fin’ at the back of the unit
serves the technical reason of providing optimal
protection of the cables. Fiber optic can also be

The NETBOX Fin sports a modern
profile with sleek curves and is ideal
for free standing desks.

integrated, as well as fixed connected starter or
connector cables in different sizes. Another
advantage of the NETBOX Fin is its simplified
assembly and disassembly:
it easily adheres to your workstation via
Powerstrip® fastening or clamp fastening for
tabletop thickness of up to 40 mm.

The functional ‘fin’ of the NETBOX
Fin provides optimal protection
of cables as well as a tidy overall
look.

Select the mounting accessory to
your needs: metal C-clamps or an
adhesive mounting set “invisible”
underneath the unit.

For use in:
Workstations
Training rooms
Bench systems

NETBOX Global is one of A. & H. Meyer’s original
modular, surface-mounted units. It is suitable
when you require easy access, or simply do not
wish to modify the existing furniture layout. The
unit is self-contained and extremely simple to fit
by means of a spring-loaded adhesive mount,
which is also easily removable.

The NETBOX Global can also be
mounted upside down underneath a
table surface.

The unit provides direct access to power and
communication connections and offers
hardwired starter or connector cables in
different sizes.
Furthermore, NETBOX Global can accommodate
the entire range of A. & H. Meyer power, voice
and data outlets in any combination.

As the original A. & H. Meyer modular,
surface-mounted unit, the NETBOX
Global sets the tone for the company’s
design aesthetic.

The installation can be done by
C-clamps or adhesive mounting
“invisible” underneath the unit.
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Standard

READY-TO-INSTALL SOLUTIONS

NETBOX
M
For use in:
Cable trays
Partition walls
Workstations

NETBOX
MK

As the original A. & H. Meyer standard socket
box for power, data and voice, the NETBOX M
is a functional and cost efficient electrification
solution available in 2, 3 or 4 gang configurations.

With a detachable frame on its plastic sheath,
NETBOX M can be installed and used in many situations, and may be mounted on any given surfaces
or concealed within partitions and cable trays.

For use in:
Cable trays
Workstations
Retail fitouts
Exhibition booths

The NETBOX M is available in 2,
3 or 4 gang configurations and in
different colours.

The NETBOX M shown inserted into a
trunking system.

The side brackets enables the
NETBOX M to be installed on
surfaces or in concealed partitions.

Daisy chaining made easy: This
series can be interlinked without an
additional cable or adapter.

The NETBOX MK is a declination of the NETBOX M,
but its sole use is to create a power transmission
“daisy chain” made possible via an integrated
Connector system. It comes ready-to-use and is
available in 2-, 3- and 5-gang versions.

The NETBOX MK is available in
2-, 3- and 5-gang versions with
different colours.

NETBOX MK can be installed and used in many
situations, and may be mounted on any given
surfaces thanks to its screw holes or concealed
within partitions and cable trays thanks to its
efficient and functional plastic sheathing.

Usually used in a power ‘daisy
chain’, the unit can also be configured with a data tunnel.

The unit can be installed anywhere
with screws.

www.ah-meyer.com
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Standard

Space saver
and multi talent
NETBOX
MEB / EB
For use in:
Training rooms
Bench systems
Workstations
Conference tables

Many installations demand for a tiny, in-expensive
outlet combination, that reduces installation time
by a connector system, pre-manufactured
modules and low mounting depth. The NETBOX
MEB (2-, 3- and 4-gang version avaiable) only
need 30 mm in depth, and come ready-to-use
with hardwired starter or connector cable, and
can, thought small in space, be equipped with a
variety of our over 250 modules for power, data
and multimedia connectors.
The NETBOX EB (3-gang) is coming with built-in
power connector, so starter and connector cables
in different lenght can be attached.
Both series are first choice for shopfitting and,
thanks to international certifications, can be used
all over the world.

The NETBOX MEB3 and MEB4 have
moveable strain reliefs, allowing an
easy installation of the unit.

All three units have a removeable
frame, which covers the mounting
screws.

The NETBOX EB is provided without
power cables. The power connectors
are placed under the body.

www.ah-meyer.com
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Profile Boxes

efficient classics
NETBOX
Profilebox
The NETBOX Profilebox is A. & H. Meyer’s most
flexible system due to its highly customizable
configuration as it can accept up to 35 outlet
modules. This versatility allows the NETBOX
Profilebox to find its place in many applications,
while its functionality and uncomplicated design
makes it ideal for concealed installations.
Furthermore, the unit can be customized to
include surge protection, separate earth, power
cleaners, switches and separate power circuits.

The flexibility of the NETBOX Profilebox The NETBOX Profilebox also accepts
a range of power, data, multimedia,
means that it is highly customizable
voice configurations and protection
up to 35 outlet modules.
devices to suit your needs.

For use in:
Workstations
Cable trays
Raised floors
Suspended ceilings

Detachable plastic clamps allow the
NETBOX Profilebox to be affixed to
any surface with ease.
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INTUITIVE TECHNOLOGY
NETMODULE/
MULTIMEDIA SYSTEM
The Multimedia System is our signature
user-friendly system that ensures multiple users
are able to connect and interact with the same
screen and audio system during meetings and
presentations with a touch of a button. The
system is intuitive and seamless, allowing for the
following options:
Up to 4 users:
With one control button per user, the Multimedia
System allows easy switching of audio and
VGA / HDMI-signals for up to 4 users. This easy
installation module is particularly suited to fixed
conference tables.
Up to 20 users:
This easy-to-install and flexible solution offers a
maximum of 20 users ease in switching audio
and VGA / HDMI-signals with a single control
button for each user. Tables can be daisy-chained
for this option.

The Multimedia System installed
Direct access from the unit to the
screen without going through a central into the NETBOX Line with a 4-way
configuration.
control unit.

The Multimedia System module with
the illuminated green ‘Show Me’
button.

In a serial installation, up to 20 users
can be connected.
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MODULES

(excerpt)

Power

Data

Socket 16 A
(DE, AT, NL, ID)

Socket 16 A
(DE, AT, NL, ID)

Socket 16 A
(BE, FR)

Socket 13 A
(GB, MY, SG, HK)

Socket, fused
3,15 A
(GB, MY, SG, HK)

Socket 16 A
(CH)

Socket 10 A
(BR)

RJ45 Cat 6
shielded (Nexans)

RJ45 Cat 6
shielded (Nexans)

RJ45 Cat 6A
shielded (Nexans)

GG45 Cat 7
shielded (Nexans)

RJ45 Cat 6
shielded (Nexans)

Socket 16 A
(IT)

Combi-socket
16 A (IT)

Socket 10 A
(DK)

Socket 2,5 A
(EURO)

Socket 5 A
(IN)

Socket 6/16 A
(IN)

Socket 15 A
(TH)

RJ45 Cat 6
shielded (R&M)

GC-RJ45 Cat 6
shielded

GC-RJ45 Cat 6
shielded

USB Type A V 2.0

USB Type B V 2.0

VGA

VGA + audio

VGA + 2 x RCA
(audio)

VGA + audio +
RJ45

HDMI + audio +
RJ45

HDMI + VGA

VGA + audio +
pushbutton

Closed blank

Data-tunnel with
closed cover

Data-tunnel
1 x strain relief

TFT-mounting

LapGuard

RJ45 Cat 5 with
shutter (Nexans)

RJ45 Cat 6
(Systimax)

VGA + RCA
(video)

3 x RCA
(audio + video)

HDMI + USB

VGA + audio +
pushbutton

DVI-I + VGA

Displayport

XLR

Data-tunnel with
cut-outs

Data-tunnel type 2

Data-tunnel
GC-RJ45

USB charger

Audio/Video

Socket 16 A
(IL)

Socket 15 A
(US, JP, PH)

Socket 10 A
(AU)

Socket 10 A
(Typ C13)

Socket 10 A
(Typ C13 lockable)

1-pole switch

1-pole switch

Switch / push
button 1- pole

2-pole switch

2-pole switch,
recessed

Switches

1-pole blinds
switch

Indicator

Special
Solutions

Protection

1-pole switch,
fused

2-pole switch,
fused

1-pole thermal
circuit breaker

1-pole thermal
circuit breaker

Distribution

Power cleaner

Overvoltage
protection

Energy
Control

Male 3-pin
GST18 16 A

Female 3-pin
GST18 16 A

Male 3-pin
POWERCON 20 A

Female 3-pin
POWERCON 20 A

Master-slave
module
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CONNECTING USERS
WORLDWIDE
NETCONNECT

NETCONNECT is our wide range of electricity, data
and audio/video cable solutions and connectors
that comply with the latest global safety standards
and meet international usage standards.
Electricity solutions
Choose from starter cables with international plugs
and connectors, to customizable connector cables.
Both starter cables and connector cables are
ready-made in different lengths and ensure safe
professional cabling.
Data solutions
For data solutions, select from patch cords, USBand telephone cables, while our audio and video
solutions provide an array of VGA-, HDMI cables
and many more.

A. & H. Meyer provides a wide range
of starter cables that meet with
international usage standards.

Connector cables are available in
any customised length to create
power transmission ‘daisy chains’.

A. & H. Meyer also offers a choice
of male and female connectors in
various colours.

For data solutions, select from
A. & H. Meyer’s array of data cables.
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IN SAFE HANDS
NETSYSTEM

Our unique selection of distribution boxes enables
you to manage your power system economically.
The products are manufactured along the
individual specifications of your installation.
The internal wiring is shown on a label on each
product.
The connectors can be colour coded to help to
install it easily and promptly. The Plug and Play
technology permits you to save a lot of time if
you have to relocate or change the configuration
of your installation. Predominantly for use with
power and lighting circuits, the various
specifications of our distribution boxes provide
flexibility and safety in many cases:
workstations, raised floors, suspended ceilings,
small distributors, interior work, as well as
container offices.

The Blackbox is made to distribute
the power into your system.

The Greybox’s function is to allow
you to distribute the power into your
system, with a bigger capacity.

The Light Terminal Box VR is ideal for
the cabling in a lighting system or a
workstation.

The Light Terminal Box VR can come
with various options for a neat installation.
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WHERE PRACTICALITY
IS PARAMOUNT
NET+

With a selection of suitable accessories and
options such as monitor arms, grommets and cable
snakes, NET+ provides easy and practical solutions
to any workstation covering, furniture accessories,
gender changers, signal management, monitor
support and other furniture hardware.

The Cable Snake Pro is designed
to lay flat on the floor. Other cable
snakes come hanging.

The square cable grommets exist in
five different stylish finishes.

The aluminium flip up cover is
offered separately to suit your
storage needs.

Keep all your cables neatly together
with our cable sock with velcro
fastening.
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INSPIRATION

Office
We spend much time in our workplace.
Functionality plays an important role in order to
transform these workspaces in places of
well-being. Our products combine this
functionality with a unique design that adapts to
your individual office equipment. From practical

little helpers that unobtrusively deliver electricity
and let cables discreetly disappear to customized
electrification systems that leave no (data)
wishes - A. & H. Meyer has for each workplace
the perfect solution.

Shopfitting
The contemporary furnishings of showrooms and
booths requires precision work. The presentation
of the products should not only be appealing and
promotional, but also practical and flexible. Often
must be accommodated much on little space.
A. & H. Meyer offers the perfect electrification

system for each concept, which takes into
account the specific needs, the shop and
exhibition builders. Our products are also suitable
for lightweight walls and can partly be installed
without tools.

Hotel
and Lounge

Conference
In a conference room, the atmosphere plays an
important role – no matter whether it is a
conference room of a company or in a hotel.
Finally, important content shall be discussed and
clarified here in dialog. A great importance is to
smooth integration of technology and possibilities

for flexibility in the use of the room and easy-made
conversions. A. & H. Meyer provides innovative
solutions with perfect technology and media
connections so that meeting and conference
rooms meet the high demands of the users.

Whether in a bar, in the reception or waiting area,
the hotel lobby, as a supplement in work zones or
even at home: A lounge with comfortable furniture
is perfect to create a cozy atmosphere and to
provide a pleasant stay. To complement this very

special room situations A. & H. Meyer has special
electrification concepts and developed products
that meet the digital demands of users. Totally
relaxed and within easy reach, visitors can now
use power and data connections.

www.ah-meyer.com
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CORPORATE HISTORY

CERTIFICATION

1961

2007

HOW IT ALL STARTED

RELOCATION TO BIGGER PREMISES

August Meyer, a trained toolmaker and electrician,
founded a small company in Dörentrup-Humfeld
that delivered small plastic and metal fastening
parts to the regional furniture industry.

To meet increased production demands,
A. & H. Meyer acquired a factory near Kuala
Lumpur, Malaysia.

1970
THE FIRST PATENT
A patent for the first plastic ball caster was
applied for, and today it remains a prominent part
of our logo.

1982
PRODUCT RANGE EXTENSION
Our product range is extended to include
Luminaires for kitchen workspace and Multiple
socket boxes. Apart from a face-lift, the production
of Multiple socket boxes remains unchanged.

1986
A CHANGE TO REFLECT OUR GROWTH
25 years after inception, our legal form and name
were changed to mark the growth of a small
entity into a medium-sized company:
A. & H. Meyer GmbH.

1990
THE FIRST MAJOR RELOCATION
A. & H. Meyer GmbH moved into our new
headquarters while maintaining our original place
of business in Dörentrup-Humfeld.

1995
ISO CERTIFICATION
As a result of our international orientation and
obligations towards our business partners,
A. & H. Meyer GmbH was ISO certified.

2000
EXTENSION TO ASIA
Our subsidiary, A. & H. Meyer Sdn. Bhd., was
founded in Malaysia in order to meet the growing
needs of the Asia-Pacific market.

2010
BREAKING NEW GROUND
A. & H. Meyer’s 10th year in Malaysia was also
an eventful one, with newly designed product
families and a modernized homepage to reflect
A. & H. Meyer’s commitment to the future.
This year we also redesigned our offices and
conference rooms to allow us to host client
instruction events and meetings to further our
service slogan.

2011
50TH ANNIVERSARY

A. & H. Meyer’s quality
management system is certified
according to ISO 9001.
Approvals and
Certifications

UK AND SIMILAR
ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS

ASIA
PACIFIC

GENERAL PRODUCT
INFORMATION

TÜV Product Service:
BS 5733 / BS 6396 for multiple
socket outlets

SIRIM / ST – Suruhanjaya
Tenaga Certification for
Malaysia.

100% factory test.

To confirm the compliance of
our products with the applicable
international electrical
standards, we work with
leading test institutes.

RUSSIA, BELARUS and
KAZAKHSTAN

We hold many marks and
approvals.

Certificado de Conformidade
(certification of conformity)

EUROPE AND SIMILAR
ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS

USA, CANADA AND SIMILAR
ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS

VDE: CB certification for multiple
socket outlets.

CSA: Certificate for Multiple
Socket Outlets.

This marks our 50th year of operations, and
we have celebrated our Golden anniversary
with our clients, suppliers, employees and
long-time friends who have supported us over
the years. 2011 also marks the year we were
awarded the prestigious Red Dot Design Award
for the NETBOX Point.

Customs Union Certificate (EAC)
BRASIL

PSB Certificate for multiple
socket outlets in Singapore,
Hong Kong and similar electrical
systems.
CCC Product certificate for
China.
TISI Certificate for Thailand
PSE & S Mark Certificate for
Japan.

All plastic parts are halogenfree and self-extinguishing
according to UL 94-FR.
Phase-coded connector
system for 16A.
Internal wiring in 2,5 mm² is
possible in all products.
Information about possible
colours of our products are
available on request.

SASO Certificate for Saudi
Arabia.
IEC – VDE Certificate for
Indonesia.
EASC Certificate for Korea
Certificate of compliance with
the energy-saving policies in
Australia and New Zealand.

2012
A New Addition to the Executive Board
Lutz Hosang joined the Executive Board of
A. & H. Meyer as Chief Executive Officer. The
Executive Board now consists of Horst Meyer,
Peter Lenhardt, Managing Director of
A. & H. Meyer Sdn. Bhd. in Malaysia, and Lutz
Hosang.

2014
A Branch in Brazil
Buoyed by rising demand in Latin America,
A. & H. Meyer went on to expand its global
footprint with the opening of a new branch
in Joinville, Brazil, one of the world´s most
dynamic economies and the region´s largest.

CERTIFICATE
The Certification Body
of TÜV SÜD Management Service GmbH
certifies that

A. & H. Meyer GmbH
Fermke 8
32694 Dörentrup
Germany

has established and applies
a Quality Management System for

Disclaimer:
Please note that due to possible
changes in standards and the
development of new products,
restrictions on the approvals
and certifications may occur in
certain countries. We ask you to
consider this with the relevant
state registration authority.

Development, Production and Sales of
Electrical Components and Lights for the
Installation in Furniture and Buildings.
An audit was performed, Report No. 70012807.
Proof has been furnished that the requirements
according to

ISO 9001:2008
are fulfilled.
The certificate is valid from 2016-09-02 until 2018-09-14.
Certificate Registration No.: 12 100 23242 TMS.

Product Compliance Management
Munich, 2016-08-26
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A. & H. MEYER
DISTRIBUTION PARTNERS
EUROPE

ASIA
PACIFIC

1 GERMANY
A. & H. Meyer GmbH
Leuchten und Büroelektrik
Fermke 8
32694 Dörentrup
Germany

14 malaysia
A. & H. Meyer Sdn. Bhd.
3, Jalan Astaka U8/84
Section U8, Bukit Jelutong
40150 Shah Alam
Malaysia

tel: +49 5265 94 88-0
fax: +49 5265 94 88-11
info@ah-meyer.de

tel: +60 (3) 7845 7277
fax: +60 (3) 7845 2155
sales@ah-meyer.com.my

2 ENGLAND
Burland Technology
Solutions Limited
2 Delphus, Orion Court
Great Blakenham
Ipswich, Suffolk, IP6 0LW
England

15 singapore
WMK Netconcept PTE LTD
21 Toh Guan Road East
#08-38 Toh Guan Centre
Singapore 608609
Singapore

tel: +44 (0) 1473 858 214
fax: +44 (0) 1473 839 005
sales@burland.com
3 BELGIUM
A. & H. Meyer GmbH
Polderstraat 6
2260 Westerlo
Belgium
tel: +32 (0) 14 73 26 71
fax: +32 (0) 14 73 26 81
filip.slenders@ah-meyer.com
4 NETHERLANDS
Isolectra B.V.
Postbus 444
2909 LK Capelle a.d. IJssel
Netherlands
tel: +31 (10) 2 85 52 85
fax: +31 (10) 2 85 54 00
info@isolectra.nl
5 SWEDEN
ELIT Installations Materiel AB
Nytorpsvägen 5B, 183 53 TÄBY
Sweden
tel: +46 (0) 8-92 09 85
fax: +46 (0) 8-92 00 06
goran.asp@elitab.se
6 CZECH REPUBLIC
SCHMACHTL CZ s.r.o.
Vestec 185, 25242 Jesenice
Czech Republic
tel: +420 (244) 001500
fax: +420 (244) 910700
office@schmachtl.cz
7 SLOVAKIA
SCHMACHTL SK s.r.o
Valchárska 3, 82109 Bratislava
Slovakia
tel: +421 (2) 5827 5600
fax: +421 (2) 5827 5601
office@schmachtl.sk

8 SWITZERLAND
Beat Bucher AG
Leuchten
Technischer Grosshandel
Konstanzerstr. 58
8274 Tägerwilen
Switzerland
tel: +41 (71) 666 71 71
fax: +41 (71) 666 71 00
info@bucherWeb.ch

1
2
3

4
5
6

tel: +65 6896 8330
fax: +65 6686 4951
Eddie Hp: +65 9451 8898
sales@wmk.com.sg
eddie@wmk.com.sg

7
10
8		
9

16 INDONESIA
PT. ALPHA ACE INDONESIA
STC Senayan 3rd fl Suite 108, Jl. Asia
Afrika Pintu IX Senayan
10270 Jakarta Pusat
Indonesia

9 AUSTRIA
Schmachtl GmbH
Pummerer Str. 36, 4020 Linz
Austria

Telefon: 021 5793 1642
Fax: 021 5793 6075

tel: +43 (732) 76 46 0
fax: +43 (732) 78 50 36
office.linz@schmachtl.at

11

10 SPAIN
Wieland Electric S.L.
C / Maria Auxiliadora 2 bj.
08017 Barcelona
Spain

12

21

tel: +34 (93) 2 52 38 - 20
fax: +34 (93) 2 52 38 - 25
admin@wieland.es

17
19

20

18

tel: +90.216 366 37 85
fax: +90.216 366 37 8
mesut@erkmuhendislik.com

14
15		
16

12 israel
APART Investment &
Trade Ltd.
26/12 HATAS st.
44641 KFAR SABA
Israel
tel: +972 (9) 7 65 45 42
fax: +972 (9) 7 66 07 19
apart@bezeqint.net

tel: +91 (22) 42131200
fax: +91 (22) 42131299
madhur@frasertechno.com

23

11 TURKEY
Erk Mühendislik Elektrik
Tic. LTD. Sti.
Küçükyali Is Merkezi D Blok No:4
34852 Maltepe / Istanbul
Turkey

17 india
Fraser Techno Circuits Limited
Bhukhanvala  Chamber, 5th Floor, B-28
Veera Industrial Estate,
Off Link Road, Andheri (West),
Mumbai 400 053
India

18 india
Fraser Techno Circuits Limited
Phoenix Primus
3rd Floor,No.590,12th Main
Indiranagar, HAL 2nd Stage
Bangalore-560038
India
tel: +91 (80) 41 48 15 55
fax: +91 (80) 41 48 85 55
narendra@frasertechno.com

21 korea
CNS Electronic
#305 ShinDonga
Haengdang-dong 344
Seongdong-gu
Seoul 133-870
Korea
tel: +82 2 2611 7960
fax: +82 2 2281 7961
cnskor@paran.com
22 AustraliA
CableDuct Systems Unit
20/114 Mulgul Road
Malaga WA 6090
Australia
tel: +61 8 92 04 44 44
fax: +61 8 92 04 44 55
leanne@cableduct.com.au
23 U.A.E
GERMAITECH JLT.
P.O Box No. 120681
No. 606, 6th Floor
Fortune Executive Tower
Dubai U.A.E
tel: +971 4 - 4 56 00 65
fax: +971 4 - 4 56 02 24
info@germaitech.com

19 Thailand
EC Flor
32/8 Soi Sukhonthasawat 11 Laprado
10230 Bangkok
Thailand
13

tel: +66(0)2 149 4753-4
fax: +66(0)2 149 4752
sirichai@ecflor.co.th

22

20 Philippines
A. & H. Meyer Sdn Bhd
Manila
Philippines
Contact: Angeli Anonuevo

South america

fon: +63-99-97867250
angeli@ah-meyer.com.my

13 Brasil
A. & H. Meyer
A. & H. Meyer Brasil Industria de
Material Elétrico Ltda.
Rua Bento Torquato da Rocha 311
Bairro: Vila Nova
CEP: 89.237-100 Joinville - SC
Brasil
tel: +55 47 3278 4028
fax: +55 47 3278 4029
marc.heitmann@ah-meyer.com
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A. & H. Meyer GmbH
Leuchten und Büroelektrik
Fermke 8
32694 Dörentrup
Germany
T. +49 (5265) 94 88-0
F. +49 (5265) 94 88-11
www.ah-meyer.de

A. & H. Meyer Sdn Bhd
3, Jalan Astaka U8/84
Section U8, Bukit Jelutong
40150 Shah Alam
Selangor, Malaysia

A. & H. Meyer Brasil
Industria de Material Elétrico Ltda.
Rua Bento Torquato da Rocha 311
Bairro: Vila Nova
CEP: 89.237-100 Joinville - SC
Brasil

T. +60 3 7845 7277
F. +60 3 7845 2155
www.ah-meyer.com.my

T. +55 47 3278 4028
F. +55 47 3278 4029
www.ah-meyer.com.br

528797-M

